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Chapter V 

 Conclusion and Suggestion 

This chapter explores the conclusion of all finding and discussion which have been 

discussed in the previous chapter. In addition, this chapter provides the suggestion 

from the researcher. 

Conclusion 

Based on the result of the analysis on The Help novel, the research found that there 

were three kinds of anti racism practice which showed in the novel. Those were 

everyday anti racism, psychological anti racism and racial anti racism. There were 

Skeeter, Miss Celia and Mr. Phelan that showed those kinds of anti racist behavior. 

From those characters, Miss Celia was dominant. There were 11 data in everyday anti 

racism and 4 data in psychological anti racism that found in the novel, did by Miss 

Celia. 

The research also found that Kathryn wrote The Help inspired by her maid grow up 

Demetrie. Kathryn and Demetrie was verry close, but Demetrie died when Kathryn 

was sisxteen. Kathryn has a question on her head that she could not ever ask to 

Demetrie. The question is “what it felt like to be black in Mississippi, and how it felt 

like working in her white family?” She spends years, thinking about what Demetrie’s 

answer would be if she asks her that question. Therefore she wrote The Help. 
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Moreover, through her novel Kathryn tried to tell the whites that as a human being, 

we should not be racist. We are all equal as human.  

The Help was a literary work written by Kathryn that used as a media to speak up 

about her refusal of racism in her place. Through her novel, Kathryn tried to explain 

to the whites that without blacks, whites could not do anything. Instead of being 

racist, white should be thankful to the blacks. Black cook for white, clean their home, 

and taking care their kids. Even black know better about white babies more than their 

parents. Without black, there will no breakfast, lunch and dinner because black did 

that. Without black, there will no clean home because black did that. Black helps the 

white in many things. Therefore Kathrin use “The Help” as the title of her novel 

instead of using “The Maid”. Born as white, it would be hard for Kathryn to tell those 

things directly to the other whites. Therefore she use novel.  

Suggestion  

Advice that offered by the researcher to analyze a literary works especially novel is to 

consider the appropriate approach in the sharpening the result of the analysis. By 

using an appropriate approach in doing the analysis it would be easy to analyze and 

interpreted the data. Suggestion giving to the teacher and new researcher to provide 

new critical point of view toward literary work particularly novel to open the 

flexibility based on the equal appropriate explanation and scientific analysis. 
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